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Abstract. The perception of rotation gain, defined as a modification of the virtual
rotation with respect to the real rotation, has been widely studied to determine
detection thresholds and widely applied to redirected navigation techniques. In
contrast, Field of View (FoV) restrictions have been explored in virtual reality as a
mitigation strategy for motion sickness, although they can alter user’s perception
and navigation performance in virtual environments. This paper explores whether
the use of dynamic FoV manipulations, referred also as vignetting, could alter
the perception of rotation gains during virtual rotations in virtual environments
(VEs). We conducted a study to estimate and compare perceptual thresholds of
rotation gains while varying the vignetting type (no vignetting, horizontal and
global vignetting) and the vignetting effect (luminance or blur). 24 Participants
performed 60 or 90 degrees virtual rotations in a virtual forest, with different
rotation gains applied. Participants have to choose whether or not the virtual
rotation was greater than the physical one. Results showed that the point of
subjective equality was different across the vignetting types, but not across the
vignetting effect or the turns. Subjective questionnaires indicated that vignetting
seems less comfortable than the baseline condition to perform the task. We discuss
the applications of such results to improve the design of vignetting for redirection
techniques.
Keywords: Virtual Reality · Perception · Rotation Gains · Vignetting.
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Introduction

Navigation is essential for exploring Virtual Environments (VEs). Then, it is important to
provide to the users easy and comfortable navigation techniques for Virtual Reality (VR)
experiences. While literature showed that real walking is the most ecological approach
to navigate in VEs as it increases presence [59] and performance [32, 48], the limitations
of physical workspace in VR setups do not always enable users to walk. To encounter
this constraint, numerous navigation techniques have been designed to freely navigate in
VEs regardless of the size of the physical workspace [28]. Some encourage the physical
movement of the user (e.g. redirected walking or walking-in-place), while others require
minimal user motion, such as virtual steering techniques and teleport-based. However,
virtual techniques lack of vestibular and proprioceptive feedback.
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Among the different navigation techniques, redirection techniques try to compensate
the limited physical workspace while maintaining real walking to navigate in the VE [35].
Therefore they enable real walking while requiring minimal training to be used. They
are based on (1) manipulating the users virtual and real paths and/or (2) manipulating
the VE itself by changing its internal structure. One solution to achieved infinite walking
in the VE in a limited work space was proposed by Razzaque [44] and named redirected
walking. They added imperceptible yaw rotational gain (i.e. scaling the mapping between
real and virtual motion) to user’s view point in the Head Mounted Display (HMD) in
order to subtlety reorient the user in the real environment.
Redirection techniques rely on detection thresholds (DTs) gains, which define the
limit the user can detect or not the rotation gain. Numerous studies have been done to
estimate the DTs of different types of gains such as rotation [11, 19, 54], translation [17,
33, 34] or curvature gains [5, 54]. In this paper, we will only focus on rotation gains.
Imperceptibility of rotation gains for redirected walking implementations is a challenge
and active topic of research in VR. When using rotation gains, VR designers have to
be careful in their implementations of redirection techniques: they have to use gains
that would be subtle enough in order to not not disturb users experience (high gains
might be noticeable or make the navigation more difficult) and comfort (high gains
may provoke more cybersickness). While research focused on how to increase the DTs
without breaking presence, it is also important to consider the usability and factors that
could influence the perception of rotation gains.
For instance, modern HMDs, such as the HTC Vive or the Oculus Rift, offer Field of
Views (FoVs) up to 100 degrees. Recent work conducted with these HMDs has shown
that FoV can alter motion perception [20, 36]. However, related studies mostly focused
on visually induced illusory self-motion known as vection [46, 47]. Little is known
about the relation between the FoV and the perception of rotations gains in VEs. Some
recent work showed differences between large and narrow FoV [61] on DTs, but no one
explored the impact of dynamic FoV modifications on the perception of rotation gains.
Such results could be important for VR developers to design new redirection techniques
considering FoV restrictions for a wide audience since the FoVs vary between HMDs.
In this paper, we present a perceptual study assessing participants ability to discriminate changes between virtual and real rotations under different FoV restrictions,
hereinafter referred as vignetting. Participants had to perform rotations in a virtual forest
with different vignetting configurations (see Figure 1). Two factors were considered, the
shape of the restriction (horizontal, global) and the visual effect (darkning and blur).
We evaluated the participants perception of rotation gains by computing the Point of
Subjective Equality (PSE) and the DTs for each condition. Our main hypothesis was
that vignetting could reduce participants ability to determine whether a rotation gain was
applied or not, therefore increasing the DTs. Our results contribute to the understanding of human perception in VEs and discuss the usability of vignetting for redirection
techniques.
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2.1

3

Related Work
Rotation Gains and Detection Thresholds

In general, redirection techniques are required to scale users real movements in order
to maintain them in the workspace. This intensity of the scaling is typically referred as
gain. A rotation gain gr ∈ R for head rotations is defined by the quotient between the
virtual rotation Rvirtual and the physical (real-world) rotation Rreal : gr = RRvirtual . Applying
real
a rotation gain gr to Rreal will result to rotate the virtual camera by Rvirtual × gr instead
of Rreal . It means that if gr = 1, the virtual rotation remains the same than the real
one. Otherwise, when gr > 1 or gr < 1, the virtual camera rotates respectively faster
or slower than the user’s head rotation. For example, applying a gain gr = 2 when the
user rotates its head 90 degrees in the real world, the virtual camera rotates by 180
degrees [54]. Rotation gains can be applied for each angle of the rotation (i.e. pitch,
yaw and roll). However, in redirection techniques, the gain is generally applied only on
yaw rotations [19, 41, 44, 52]. Besides, the gain is mostly applied constantly during the
whole rotation, but there exist also other implementations if the final rotation is known
in advance [14, 49, 63]. In this paper, we will only focus on amplified rotations with
constant gains for yaw head rotations, excluding pitch or roll rotations [6].
Typically, perceptual studies to estimate detection thresholds (DTs) use two-alternative
force-choice (2AFC) protocol, where different gains are applied, and estimate the detection thresholds by fitting a psychometric function to the percentage of positive answers.
The gain at which the subject responds positively to the stimuli in 50% of the trials
is defined as the Point of Subjective Equality (PSE), at which the user perceives the
physical and the virtual rotations as identical. DTs are defined as the value of the gain
at which the user has either 25% or 75% probability of choosing one item of the 2AFC
question. DTs interpretation can vary based on the gains used in the protocol. DTs then
represent the boundaries at which the portion of incorrect (25% DT) or correct (75%
DT) answers is significantly different from chance.
Amplified head rotations have been widely studied in VR [19, 54] including different
experimental conditions such as varying the amount of rotation to perform [11] (ranging
from 10◦ to 180◦ ) ; adding visual effects [9, 39] (e.g. contrast inversion or sinus gratings)
; varying the gain implementation [14, 63] (delaying the gain rotation based on the
amount of rotation performed) ; using auditory cues [37, 53] (specialized sound to
redirected users) or distractors [41, 61] (to lose focus on the gains) ; using different
FoVs [6, 61] (e.g 40◦ vs 110◦ ) ; comparing perception of gain between a CAVE and a
HMD [43] or different locomotion interfaces [10] (walking and wheelchair steering).
These studies resulted in different PSE and thresholds values but in general, 25% and
75% thresholds ranged respectively between 0.59-0.93 (25% DT) and 1.10-1.27 (75%
DT), where the gains tested were between 0.5 and 1.5. Readers can refer to [25, 35] for
further information about detection threshold of head rotation gains.
Literature showed that modifications of the FoV can alter motion perception. Yet,
most of the presented studies did not restrict the participants’ FoV. In the following
section, we will introduce FoV restrictions in VR and studies its influence on participants’
behavior.
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Field of View and Vignetting in VR

In human vision, the term ”Field of View” (FoV) refers to the world that can be seen
at any moment. It is defined as ”the number of degrees of visual angle during stable
fixation of the eyes” [55]. Humans effective visual field of view is 200◦ horizontally and
150◦ vertically [62]. Since vision is a fundamental cue for navigating, several research
works conducted experiments to determine the effects of FoV restrictions on navigation
performances. For instance, in Real Environments (REs), restricting both horizontal
or vertical FoV increases the time to perform an obstacle course [18, 57]. Besides, the
walking speed linearly decreases when the FoV is restricted [58].
In VR applications, the FoV refers rather to what is visible while wearing additional
apparatus. Most of HMDs have limited FoVs ranging from 40◦ to 110◦ diagonal, which
are considerably smaller than human FoV. There exist several ways in VR to restrict
users virtual FoV by applying visual effects. The most common technique is called
vignetting and consists in reducing the virtual camera’s brightness or saturation toward
the periphery compared to the virtual camera’s center. Hence, it gradually reduces the
users FoV by applying mostly a black color or some blur effects in the peripheral
vision [12, 24]. Several vignetting models have been designed, either using a constant
restriction [22], based on controller-based inputs [15,50], head movements [38] or ocular
activity [1].
User studies have been conducted to determine whether vignetting could be a promising solution for decreasing cybersickness while preserving presence. However, the
conclusions remain different across authors. Fernandes and Feiner assessed vignetting
during navigation with a hand-held controller and they showed that vignetting can reduce
cybersickness and improve users comfort [15]. Budhiraja et al. proposed a vignetting
where mouse acceleration increased or decreased the Gaussian blur applied to the virtual
camera [12]. Their vignetting allowed participants to experience less cybersickness
during a first person shooter game in VR than the baseline group. Norouzi et al. studied
the effect of vignetting during an exploration task in a virtual forest where head rotations
gains were applied [38]. They found that most of the participants experienced more cybersickness with vignetting than without. These results could be explained by the difference
in how users explored a VE using head movements (resulting in higher exploration) or a
hand-held controller (resulting in slower exploration). Furthermore, vignetting seems
not to have a negative effect on path integration [2], or spatial awareness [50]. Yet, some
studies revealed that vignetting techniques are less preferred for navigation tasks [38, 50]
where participants tend to prefer conditions without FoV restrictions and could lead to
lower presence [29].
Rotation gains and vignetting have been widely studied but mostly separately. While
the study of rotation gains was achieved to improve redirection techniques, and vignetting for improving user comfort and decrease cybersickness, little is known about
the influence of vignetting on human perception. While Williams and Peck found that
participant’s ability to discriminate 90◦ turn was more difficult (i.e. higher PSEs and
DTs) with a wider FoV (110◦ ) than a restricted one (40◦ ) [61], we believe that restricting
participants FoV could increase the DTs of rotation gains during turns. Indeed, Bolte et
al. found that participants tend to underestimate pitch and roll gains when the FoV is
reduced [6]. The objective of our study is therefore to use dynamic vignetting to explore
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its influence on rotation gain perception. We want to assess whether vignetting could
increase DTs of rotation gains or not. Our main hypothesis is that FoV restrictions would
alter participants ability to detect rotation gains. Our study aims at contributing to the
improvement of redirection techniques.

3
3.1

Dynamic Field of View Restrictions Design
Description

In our experiment, we wanted to investigate the effect of several FoV restriction types.
To design each vignetting, we followed models already designed to dynamically modify
the FoV with respect to users head angular speed [4, 38], but we adapted them in order to
propose a generic vignetting model that allows any type of FoV restrictions and visual
effects. Two different design choices were considered: (1) the restriction shape (i.e. the
area of the FoV which is affected by the vignetting) ; (2) the effect type (i.e. the visual
effect applied to the restricted area).
Regarding the restriction shape, most of studies used a circular restriction (an annulus defined by an inner and outer circles, hereafter referred as Global vignetting).
In this paper, we also propose an Horizontal vignetting that reduces the users FoV to
the opposite head rotation direction. The horizontal mode is inspired by the human
anticipation behaviours in REs in which gaze will anticipate the head rotation during
a turn [3]. Therefore, the Horizontal vignetting only hides the peripheral vision to the
opposition gaze direction. The motivation to design this Horizontal vignetting is to
reduce the amount of information and being more subtle than the Global one since the
restriction is not applied in both eyes.
Regarding the effect type, we considered two methods that reduce the optical flow in
the restricted area. A Luminance effect which decreases the contrast in the restricted
area and a gaussian Blur effect which decreases visual saliency in the restricted area.
While Luminance effect is the most widely used in VR applications using vignetting, we
wanted to see whether Blur could provide similar perceptual results while less disturbing.
This resulted in 4 different configurations: Global Luminance, Global Blur, Horizontal
Luminance and Horizontal Blur (see Figure 1).
3.2

Implementation Details

Given a pixel position p in normalized screen coordinates and the current restriction
angle (Rt ), we first define whether the pixel falls within the restriction area:
Shape(p, Rt ) ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

Zero means that the pixel is outside the restriction zone, one that the pixel is in the
restriction zone and ]0, 1[ is transition zone. Rt is defined by the yaw head rotation w and
Equation 1 has to be defined both for the Global, and the Horizontal restriction shapes.
The amount of restriction, Rt , is calculated using Equation 2 were αmax and αmin
respectively represent the maximum and minimum values to apply the restriction. When
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the 4 different FoV restrictions (vignetting) during the same rightwards
rotation: (a) Horizontal Luminance ; (b) Global Luminance ; (c) Horizontal Blur ; (d) Global Blur.

Rt (ω) = αmax there is no restriction applied, and when Rt (ω) = αmin the restriction is
maximal. Users FoV is reduced as ω increases.
Rt (ω) = αmax − Min(ω, αmax − αmin )

(2)

In our model, αmax and αmin were respectively set to 56 and 18 degrees for the
Horizontal restriction and 64 and 30 for the Global restriction. αmax was defined considering the HMD used in the study (HTC Vive), while αmin was defined empirically.
For the Global restriction the minimum FoV was 60 (αmin × 2) while for the Horizontal
restriction the minimum horizontal FoV was 74 degrees (asymmetric).
In order to decrease jitter for the head rotations speed, an hysteresis was applied based
on the instantaneous head rotation speed (ωt ). We empirically found that γ = 0.4 worked
best to ensure that the FoV restriction would not jitter due to small head movements.
ω = γ ∗ ωt

(3)

Then, the cut-off of is defined by an inner and outer radius that together form an
annulus for the Global type, and a rectangle for the Horizontal one. The opacity of the
cut-off increases linearly from completely transparent to completely opaque (mask). The
mask is calculated using Equation 4, while angle(p) defines the viewing angle of the
pixel p, and εα = 10 defines the transition zone.
Shape(p, Rt ) =

Rt − angle(p)
∈ [0, 1]
εα

(4)

Finally, we apply the restriction effect to the pixel, where Shape(p, Rt ) defines the
strength of the applied effect. The color of the pixel p in normalized screen coordinates
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is computed as the linear interpolation between the pixel color and the visual effect (i.e.
either the black color for the Luminance effect or the result of the gaussian blur for the
Blur one) where the interpolant is the result of Shape(p, Rt ).

4

User Study

The goal of this experiment was to investigate the effect of vignetting on the detection
threshold of amplified head rotations. We considered the previously defined vignetting
types and effects. This experiment was inspired from similar protocol already performed
to assess perception of rotation gains without [54] or with FoV restriction [61].
4.1

Design and Hypotheses

We conducted a 3 (Vignetting Type: none, horizontal, global) x 2 (Vignetting Effect:
luminance, blur) x 2 (Rotation: 60◦ , 90◦ ) user study to estimate the perception threshold
depending on the FoV restrictions. Vignetting Type and Rotation were within-participants
factors whereas Vignetting Effect was a between-participant factor. We decided to test
two different rotations because most of the studies only assessed 90◦ turns, and Bruder
et al. showed that perception of rotation gains can differ depending on the amount of
rotation performed [11]. Besides, in navigation, shorter rotations than 90◦ can occur
and it is important to understand how participants could perceive gains during a shorter
exposition.
For each Vignetting Type and Rotation, we tested 9 times each gain used in the
experiment. The gains used in the experiment ranged from 1 (90◦ physical rotation
resulted in a 90◦ virtual rotation) to 1.4 (54◦ physical rotation resulted in a 90◦ virtual
rotation), incremented in steps of 0.1. We only applied gain on the yaw axis. Excluding
practice session, this resulted in 3 vignetting x 2 rotations x 5 gains x 9 trials, totaling
270 trials per participant. The trials were randomized per block for each participant.
Note that, unlike similar protocols [11, 54, 61], we did not assess gains below than 1.
These gains were not tested because our interest was to assess whether FOV manipulations could provide higher gains perception threshold. The task trials were a stimuli
(gain applied) two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task. 2AFC tasks avoid participant
response bias as participants are forced to guess even when they are unsure of virtual
head amplification. On average, when participants do not know the answer, if participants answer randomly, they will be correct 50% of the time. Our hypotheses for this
experiment were:
–
–
–
–

[H1] Detection thresholds would be higher when applying vignetting.
[H2] Detection thresholds would differ depending on the vignetting effect.
[H3] Detection thresholds would be higher for the 60◦ turn than the 90◦ one.
[H4] Users would report no discomfort while using the FoV vignetting.

These hypotheses were motivated by our suggestions that vignetting could alter
participants perception and therefore allow to add more imperceptible rotational gains. It
means that we want to determine whether dynamic modification of FoV with different
effects or restrictions could influence the way users perceive rotation with or without
head amplifications.
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4.2

Participants and Apparatus

24 participants (18 males and 6 females) aged between 22 and 37 years old (26.67±3.62,
mean±SD) without any ocular or locomotion disorders volunteered to this study. 14
participants reported using VR on a weekly or daily basis, 6 few times and 4 never. All
participants except 4 had regular experiences with videos games. They were naive to
the purpose of the experiment and signed an informed consent form. The study was
conformed with the standards of the declaration of Helsinki.
We developed the application with Unity3D and we use a Vive Pro HMD, that has a
resolution of 1440 x 1600 pixels per eye and a 110 degrees diagonal FoV. The reference
coordinate system was defined by the HTC Vive tracking system. During the whole
experiment we guaranteed the maximum frame-rate of the HTC Vive HMD (90Hz). We
use the Vive Wireless Adapter4 in order to prevent users from being bothered by cables,
as it could potentially influence users behavior during their rotations.
The VE was a large outdoor forest with grass, trees and rocks. We designed it with
the Green Forest Unity 3D asset5 . This VE was chosen to generate motion flow from
participants’ while physically rotating. We also added a black cross located on the ground
and a virtual sphere for calibration purposes.
4.3

Procedure

First, participants read and signed the consent form which provided detailed information
regarding the experiment. They had a training session to get familiar with the task, the
rotation gains, and the different vignetting conditions. Then, the experiment consisted
in 9 randomized blocks, 3 for each vignetting (none, horizontal, global). Each block
consisted in 30 trials (3 trials x 5 gains x 2 rotations), with a break after every 3 blocks
completed. The experiment therefore resulted in a total of 270 trials (9 repetitions x 3
vignetting type x 5 gains x 2 rotations) per participants. At the beginning and the end
of the experiment, participants filled a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [21].
After filling the first demographic questionnaire (age, gender, amount of experience
playing video games an exposure to VR), we assessed their dominant eye and measure
their interpupillary distance (IPD). Then, they were placed at the center of the physical
workspace and were equipped with the HMD and the controller.
A trial consisted of rotating the whole body in place (not just the head or the torso
but also the feet) either 60 or 90◦ clockwise or counter-clockwise. We randomly ordered
clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations during the experiment. Participants could
visualize the turn to perform thanks to an arrow indicating the rotation direction. Before
starting the trial, they had to calibrate by looking at a red sphere that was displayed in
front of them. Once they were staring at it, the sphere turned green and participants
could press the controller’s trigger to start the trial. Then, participants rotated until a red
sphere appeared at the center of their vision, signaling that they should end their rotation
by facing at this sphere until it turned green indicating successful trial completion.
Participants had to confirm the trial by pressing the controller’s trigger. If the participant
4
5

https://www.vive.com/eu/accessory/wireless-adapter/
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/fantasy/green-forest-22762
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rotated past the virtual rotation, the green sphere’s color changed to red and participants
had to correct and maintain their orientation such that the sphere changed to blue green.
At the end of the trial, the VE faded to black and participants had to answer the following
2AFC question: ”My movement in the virtual world was greater than my physical
movement: (yes or no answer)”.
To prevent unintentional positional drift during the experiment, we ensure that the
user started each trial around 50cm to the center of the physical workspace, if the
participants were not located nearby, they had to move towards a black cross displayed
on the VE floor. Trials where the participants turned too quickly, slowly or inconsistently
were rejected. For speed, participants were required to turn physically at between 45
and 180 degrees per second averaged across the entire turn. Trials were tested to ensure
participants did not turn against the desired direction of motion. If a turn had failed, the
trial would have been rejected and the 2AFC question would have been skipped and the
participant got a feedback about the failure.
After a block of 30 trials, we asked participants to answer the following question ”On
a scale of 0–10, 0 being how you felt coming in, 10 is that you want to stop, where are you
now?” [45]. This question ensured that participants did not feel severe sickness during
the experiment, since doing a series of rotations with gains could lead to cybersickness.
After every three blocks, the users took off the VR equipment and had a 5 minutes break
to minimize potential negative effects of cybersickness.
At the end of the experiment, we asked participants to rate the comfort of each
Vignetting Type to perform the task from 1 (not comfortable at all) to 7 (very comfortable). We also asked them to rank the Vignetting Type by their preferences (the one they
preferred the most ranked 1st and the one they least preferred ranked 3rd). In total, the
experiment took approximately an hour. At any time, users could ask for a break or stop
the experiment.
4.4

Data Analysis

We recorded 6 480 trials (24 users x 2 Vignetting Effects x 3 Vignetting Types x 5
Gains x 9 Repetitions) during this experiment. Practice trials before the experiment and
between blocks were not included in the analysis. Preliminary data analysis revealed
that there were no side effects between leftwards and rightwards rotations. We therefore
mirrored the leftwards turns in order to remove the side factor from the analysis.
We computed for each participant the probability P(gn ; yes) of responding “Yes”
for a given gain to the question “My movement in the virtual world was greater than
my physical movement”, for each gain, turn and vignetting type. Then, a psychometric
curve was fit to each participant’s data and the Point of Subjective Equality (PSE),
25% and 75% threshold gains were computed with the Quickpsy package in R [30].
It fits by direct maximization of the likelihood psychometric functions of the form
ψ(gn ) = γ + (1 − γ) ∗ F(x), where γ is the guess rate and F the cumulative normal
distribution function. We excluded 4 participants from the analysis because we were
unable to fit a psychometric curve from their data (they mostly never answered “yes”).
Before analyzing the positions and orientations of head and shoulders, we first resampled them and then applied a butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz
to remove oscillations due to the potential users displacements in the RE. We temporally
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normalized the evolution angular speed over the trials in order to analyze rotation behavior regarding the experimental conditions. We used the Statistical Parametric Mapping
(SPM) method [16] to analyze the angular speed across the experimental conditions.
This analysis allows comparing time-series data of different trials taking into account
their variability at each time-step. In order to evaluate the effect of the Vignetting Effect,
Vignetting Type, Rotation on PSEs and DTs, we performed a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures. We tested normal distribution of the data with
the Shapiro-Wilk test. Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments to the degrees of freedom were
applied, when appropriate, to avoid any violation of the sphericity assumption. Post-hoc
analysis was based on pairwise t-tests with Bonferonni corrections. Only significant
post-hoc comparison are reported in the next section. Finally, to analyse subjective data
from the questionnaires, we used the Friedman test and post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon tests
with Bonferroni corrections.
4.5

Results

We found no significant effect of the vignetting type or gain on the evolution of the
angular speed during a trial (p > 0.05). This means that participants rotation behavior
remained similar across experimental conditions and trials (Figure 2). Besides, we
noticed no effect of SSQ scores between the luminance and blur effects, and no fast
SSQ average answers remained below 3 for each blocks during the experiment. These
results are important for a fair comparison of DTs since the way participants perform the
rotation and cybersickness could alter the perception of the rotation gains.
Psychometric curves were fit to the pooled results of participants data by Vignetting
type, Vignetting Effect, and Rotation (Figure 3). Table 1 summarizes the PSEs and
DTs computed for each experimental conditions based on participants individual fits.
We compared P(gn ; yes), the probability of responding ”yes” at a given gain gn , with a
4-way ANOVA (Vignetting Type x Vignetting Effect x Rotation x Gain). There was a
significant main effect of Gain (F(2.32, 51.05) = 177.68, p < .0001, η 2 = .89), where
post-hoc analyses showed that the higher the gain, the higher the probability of answer
”greater” (p < 0.05).
To evaluate the effect of experimental conditions on PSEs, we performed a 3-way
ANOVA (Vignetting Type x Vignetting Effect x Rotation). We found a significant effect
of the Vignetting Type on the PSEs (F(1.90, 30) = 3.99, p < 0.05, η 2 = .20) and DTs
(F(1.45, 23.25) = 8.11, p < 0.01η 2 = .34), where post-hoc analyses showed that PSEs
and DTs where higher with the Global vignetting than the baseline one (None). We
found neither effect of Vignetting Effect (p = 0.41) nor Rotation (p = 0.13) on the PSEs
and DTs.
A 2-way (Vignetting Type x Vignetting Effect) ANOVA showed an effect of the
Vignetting Type on comfort (F(1.30, 20.74) = 5.00, p < 0.05, η 2 = .24), where Global
vignetting was less comfortable than the None and the Horizontal ones (p < 0.05).
Figure 4 shows the number of votes regarding vignetting type preferences (the most
preferred ranked 1st and the least preferred ranked 3rd). A chi-square test showed that
the Vignetting Effects were not independent (χ 2 (8) = 18.595, p < 0.05). In overall,
participants ranked the baseline (None, no vignetting) as the most preferred then the
Horizontal and finally the Global.
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Fig. 2. This figure shows typical temporal evolution of mean and standard deviation of angular
speed for each Vignetting type (None in red, Horizontal in blue and Global in green), Vignetting
Effect (Color on first row and Blur on second) during 60◦ and 90◦ turns. Each sample of the
temporal sequence is a dependant variable. No effect was found across the conditions.

Table 1. The 25%, PSE, and 75% threshold gains derived from the psychometric curves. Results
are grouped by Vignetting Effect, Type and Rotation.
Effect

Type

Rotation
25%

Color
Blur

None
None

Horizontal
Global
Horizontal
Blur
Global

Color

60
PSE

75%

25%

90
PSE

75%

1.13(0.11) 1.23(0.10) 1.32(0.11) 1.15(0.05) 1.24(0.05) 1.33(0.06)
1.11(0.08) 1.20(0.07) 1.29(0.06) 1.15(0.11) 1.22(0.08) 1.30(0.07)
1.13(0.13)
1.13(0.06)
1.10(0.10)
1.08(0.11)

1.23(0.08)
1.25(0.08)
1.20(0.09)
1.20(0.07)

1.32(0.09)
1.38(0.12)
1.29(0.07)
1.35(0.06)

1.12(0.08)
1.16(0.07)
1.13(0.08)
1.12(0.12)

1.25(0.04)
1.26(0.06)
1.24(0.05)
1.24(0.07)

1.40(0.09)
1.35(0.08)
1.35(0.07)
1.33(0.07)

100
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Fig. 3. Psychometric functions computed from the pooled results for each Vignetting Type (None
in red, Horizontal in green, Global in blue). The x-axis shows the gain applied and the y-axis the
probability of answering ”yes” to the question ”My movement in the virtual world was greater
than my physical movement”. Results are grouped by Rotation (60,90) and Vignetting Effect
(Color, Blur).

5

Discussion

Our main objective was to assess whether vignetting (either its type or its effect) could
alter the perception of rotation gains in virtual environments. More precisely, we designed
an experiment where participants had to perform a 60 or 90 degrees turns where we
applied different rotation gains (from 1 to 1.4) and vignetting (None, Horizontal, Global).
We analyzed participants ability to detect or not the gains by computing their PSEs and
DTs. While we observed an effect of the Vignetting Type on the PSEs variable of the
experiment, our results showed that the average values remain similar.
Regarding [H1], we were expecting that restricting the participants FoV by applying
a vignetting would make the detection of rotation gains more difficult, resulting in higher
PSEs and DTs. This hypothesis was motivated by the fact that peripheral vision could
help to disambiguate the perception of self motion [27]. We extended this statement
by supposing peripheral vision could also help detecting or not a rotation gain. We
wanted therefore to check how users would be able to determine a rotation gain with
less information of the VE. Even though we found an effect of the Vignetting Type
on the PSEs and DTs, Table 1 shows that the average PSEs per condition remained
quite similar (around 1.20 and 1.26). We guaranteed in our vignetting model that the
amount of restriction between the Horizontal and Global was similar, but the restricted
regions were different. Restricting both eyes (Global vignetting) seemed be more efficient
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Fig. 4. Distribution of participants vignetting preferences (grouped by Vignetting Effect). At the
end of the experiment, we asked participants to rank from their most to their least preferred
vignetting.

for disturbing the detection of rotation gains than restricting the eye opposite to the
participant’s rotation (Horizontal vignetting). One explanation could be that, during
the rotation, the eyes were staring at the opposite direction of the region where the
Horizontal vignetting was applied, while the Global one also covered peripheral region
opposite to the rotation’s direction. Then, Global vignetting tended to be more efficient
in disturbing the detection of rotation gains than the the others conditions.
In our experiment, we had the Vignetting Effect as a between group variable. Half of
participants tested the Luminance effect and the other half the Blur one. We wanted to see
whether different visual effects could alter perception of gains, as it was demonstrated
that they can alter users self motion perception [9]. We did not see differences between
both effects, rejecting [H2]. While most of the vignetting effects used in VR applications
are based on a black texture decreasing the contrast in the restricted area, we wanted to see
whether a blurring effect, that could be less noticeable to the user, could provide similar
or higher PSEs and DTs. Finally, our experiment showed that both visual effects were
similar. We could therefore consider different effects with respect to users preferences.
While most studies on the perception of rotation gains considered mainly 90◦ rotations, we wanted to see if the detection of rotation gains could be more difficult with a
shorter rotation (60◦ in our experiment). With [H3], we expected differences in PSEs
and DTs between both turns. Bruder et al. showed that participants were better at discriminating rotations when the virtual turning angle is rather large [11]. Even though we
did not find a significant effect of Rotation on PSEs and DTs, Figure 3 shows that, for
60◦ turns, the PSEs for the Global Vignetting Type is higher than the two others for both
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Vignetting Effects (the blue curve is slightly shifted to the right compared to the others).
Thus, the use of vignetting and rotation gains might be interesting to manipulate user
rotations during shorter rotations than 90◦ .
Subjective questionnaires showed that users preferred to perform the rotation task
without vignetting. While some research work showed the benefits of vignetting to reduce
cybersickness [15], participants did not prefer the use of vignetting to perform navigation
tasks [38, 50]. Thus, it is hard to determine the benefits of vignetting regarding user
preferences and we believe that vignetting based on head movements is not appropriate
for all users in VR. For instance, all participants that reported using VR on a weekly
or daily basis noticed both vignetting effects, while the participants that experienced
VR for the first time did not notice them. Besides, most of the ”expert” participants
did not recommend the vignetting effects, reporting that it was too constraining and
uncomfortable. Few of them also reported that they were not affected by the vignetting
since they were focused on the detection task. Thus, it could be interesting to consider
the vignetting with respect to the user VR experience. Our results demonstrated the
opposite of our hypothesis [H4]. We could have expected that the blurring effect (that
mimicries the natural blurring in the peripheral vision) would be more comfortable than
the luminance one (that hides the peripheral vision). However, the Horizontal vignetting
seemed more appreciated by participants than the Global vignetting. One reason could
be that it was less noticeable, thus participants were less bothered during the tasks.
The literature notes that during a sensory conflict between visual and vestibular cues,
the visual information is predominant on the vestibular and the proprioceptive ones
during locomotion. During the task, participants had to compare their perceived virtual
rotation with their real rotation. The vignetting restricted information in the peripheral
region, generating less visual information than in the baseline condition. Yet, since
the rotations asked were constant, the amount of extra-retinal information received by
participants remained the same across vignetting conditions (i.e. constant optical flow).
Then, we believe that the similar PSEs and DTs across conditions can be explained by
three external factors that we could explore in future experiments:
1. Optic flow can be used to control heading direction [60] while walking. Research
work showed that offsetting the location of the Focus of Expansion (FoE) alters gait
behavior, resulting in a walking path that is deviated at in a direction opposite to
the FoE [51, 60]. Besides, asymmetric optic flow can alter the steering behavior,
some studies showed that when there is an inconsistency between the speed of
two corridors’ walls, the chosen trajectory is the one that reduces the difference
between those regions (participants drift towards the slower moving wall) [13, 23].
Thus, manipulation of optic flow could alter the perception of rotation gains. It
can be interesting to have a look at these manipulations since optic flow is a major
component in the perception of self motion. Besides, in our experiment, as only
rotation was considered, the optic flow was constant for each pixel. Introducing a
translation component could help to determine whether the amount of optical flow
could disturb the detection of rotational gains or not.
2. Saccades (and vestibulo-ocular-reflex) could contribute to the detection of rotation
gains. Saccadic suppression of image has been already used to subtlety reorient
participants in the VE. They take advantage of the inability to detect changes in
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the location of a target when the change occurs immediately before, during or
shortly after the saccade [8]. Bolte and Lappe suggested that participants are more
sensitive to scene rotations orthogonal to the saccade than in the same direction
of this saccade [7]. Sun et al. implemented a redirected walking controller that
rotates up to 0.14 degrees/frame the virtual camera when a saccade is detected [56].
Moreover, Langbehn et al. assessed the threshold of translation and rotations offset
during participants blinks [26]. They reported that it is possible to apply a +/- 5◦
reorientation in the transverse plane along the line of gaze during saccades > 15◦
(and users tend to fail detecting translations shift from range 4-9 cm). Therefore, it
is easier to apply a gain during a saccade than during a fixation. In our experiment,
participants had to stare at a sphere at the end of the rotation task. When a gain was
applied, the mismatch between the gaze direction and the sphere position in the
VE might have been noticeable and therefore have contributed to detect the gain.
Recording gaze activity during such experiment would help to determine whether
gaze behavior is different according to the gain.
3. Proprioception is an important cue while navigating. In our experiment, participants
could have relied on computing the amount of rotation done in RE (with their feet
orientation) and check if it matches with the final orientation in the VE. Marlinsky
showed that blindfolded people tend to overestimate rotations of lower magnitudes
and underestimate those of higher magnitudes [31]. Besides, they overestimated
passive rotations and this estimation was linearly related to to the magnitude of turn.
Research work showed the importance of neck proprioception in the perception
of body orientation and motion [40, 42]. It may be difficult to assess the impact
of proprioception because we cannot isolate this factor. We could, for instance,
ask participants the amount of physical rotation they performed at each trial and
measure the rotation error with and without gain. We could then see whether the
proprioception information was prior to the visual one or not.

6

Limitations and Future Work

In our experiment, we only used gains above 1 because we wanted to assess whether we
can increase rotation gains with vignetting. However, this choice could have led to an
asymmetry that could have biased our results (and therefore having an overestimation
of the PSEs and DTs) since a gain was applied in 80% of the trials (i.e. answering
”yes” to the 2AFC question). Besides, participants had to discriminate real and virtual
rotations during a single turn. However, some studies showed that PSEs and DTs can
differ according to the rotation task (e.g. discrimination between (1) virtual and physical
rotation and (2) two successive rotations) [54]. Thus, further experiments are required to
assess gains below 1 and varying the rotation task.
The absence of significant differences between the FoV Vignetting Types could be
linked to the vignetting model itself. Indeed, its design was based on previous models
of the literature, and we respected the maximum of contraction used in most of VR
applications. Yet, further work is required to determine how we could improve the
vignetting so that it will be adapted to the user and could potentially increase the DTs
for redirection techniques in VR.
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Finally, other factors might impact the perception of rotation gains in VEs (e.g
tangential and angular speeds). For example, Neth et al. investigated the influence of
walking speed on the detection of curvature gain [33] and demonstrated that people
are significantly less sensitive towards walking on a curved path when walking slower.
Further experiment would be needed to assess the perception of rotation gains during
virtual translations with different angular speeds.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to study the impact of different vignetting implementations on
the perception of rotation gains during virtual turns in VE. The results of our experiment
showed a difference of the Vignetting Type on the PSEs and DTs, but no effect for the
Vignetting Effect nor Rotation. Yet, the average PSEs and DTs remained quite similar
across the different conditions, and the results of our experiment might suggest that
vignetting could not necessarily alter the perception of rotation gains. It is difficult to
conclude that our results encourage the use of vignetting in order to increase the gains
used in redirected techniques, since they allow only slight increase of rotation gains
while altering users comfort. Nevertheless, we believe that the use of FoV manipulations
could be considered as an interesting option for VR applications. Vignetting should
therefore be designed with a user-centered approach in order to make it affordable in
redirection techniques implementations.
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